
BOOT CAMP 1011 

Chapter 1011: Teacher, Don’t Come Any Closer 

“I’ll try my best.” Yang Heng nodded. There was a hint of darkness on his handsome face. He continued, 

“Don’t worry. She won’t jump down. I understand Yao Jing.” 

She wouldn’t jump... but what if she accidentally misses her step? 

Principal Cao sighed. “It doesn’t matter if she will jump or not. Standing at the edge of the roof is a 

dangerous thing. If she misses her step, it will be too late to care if she will jump or not.” He patted Yang 

Heng’s shoulder and said seriously, “Yang Heng, it’s up to you. Before the police come, before the jump 

cushion is set up, you must stabilize her emotions. You must definitely stabilize her emotions.” 

“Okay, I will do my best to drag the time.” By the time Uncle Yao comes... Yang Heng’s face turned black. 

When Uncle Yao and Aunt Yao come, Yao Jing will have more support. 

There were more than ten teachers on the roof. Two of them were around four meters away from Yao 

Jing. They were persuading her earnestly, “Yao Jing, I don’t know why you’re sitting there but you must 

think of your parents at home. Think about them.” 

 

“We can solve everything. As long as you say it, we will think of a way to solve it. Why do you have to 

endanger your own life?” 

“All the students are very worried. Can you come down first? We can sit down and have a chat to solve 

this problem. Is that alright?” 

Yao Jing turned and spoke to the teacher on the right who was talking to her. “I want Yang Heng to 

come here. Also, teachers, don’t come too close. I will get anxious if you come too close and might 

accidentally miss a step.” 

After she finished speaking, she turned her head immediately and looked at her left. She saw the other 

teacher taking a few steps closer towards her. “I don’t like it when you are surrounding me. I need to 

stand up. When I stand up, you won’t dare to come closer anymore.” 

Then, she really stood up. 

The two teachers at the side got scared and retreated simultaneously. “You can sit down. We will leave, 

we will leave!” 

This was too frightening! How could there be such a frightening student? 

Not even an adult would have the guts to commit suicide! 

 

Yao Jing stood up. She dangled one leg in mid-air. Her action caused all the teachers to have a heart 

attack from the fright. 



“Teacher, don’t come any closer... Look, I just have to raise my leg and I will fall.” One of her legs hung in 

mid-air as she gave a threatening and sinister smile. “I want to see Yang Heng! I want to see him!” 

“You’ll see him immediately, immediately! Yang Heng is having his exam now and he’s a grade twelve 

student. You need to give him some time, right? Don’t be so agitated. He’ll come over soon. I promise 

that he’ll come over soon!” 

“Yao Jing, sit stably. Don’t move! Yang Heng will arrive son!” 

At this moment, they could only agree to her request. The teachers had their hearts in their mouths and 

they didn’t dare to persuade Yao Jing together. 

“I want to see him immediately! Is the exam more important than my life? Is it more important than my 

life? I want to see him now! Immediately!” Yao Jing screamed furiously. The crazy expression on her face 

made the teachers’ hearts tremble. They stared at her feet intently in fear that she would fall 

accidentally. 

When Yang Heng rushed in from the door leading to the roof, he saw Yao Jing dangling one of her legs in 

mid-air. His gaze turned dark instantly. 

Standing was more dangerous than sitting. Principal Cao was so shocked cold sweat kept appearing on 

his back. 

“Yang Heng, hurry up and persuade Yao Jing to come down. She has been acting weird for the past ten 

days. That day, when Ye Jian came back, she saw you talking to her. Jingjing’s expression changed 

entirely.” Wang Dandan grabbed Yang Heng’s sleeve with tears in her eyes. She had placed all her hope 

on Yang Heng. “She will jump. She will really jump!” 

Chapter 1012: You Forced Me! 

Yang Heng lowered his head and glanced at her. He lifted the corners of his lips slightly and said in an 

extremely soft voice, “Do you believe that she will jump? Yao Jing is not afraid of heights.” 

Yao Jing wasn’t afraid of heights. She sat on the roof of the teaching building with her hands holding the 

edge of the walls. She was leaning slightly back. From this position, he could tell that she was secretly 

protecting herself. 

“...I don’t know. But, she’s really in danger now. Yang Heng, you... can’t leave her to die,” Wang Dandan 

whispered. Her eyes were red and swollen and they were filled with pleas. “Yao Jing... likes you too 

much.” 

It was Yang Heng’s turn to purse his lips in silence. Whenever he met Yao Jing... no matter what he did, 

she would always have a way to force him to appear. 

He walked out and shouted, “Yao Jing, here I am. What matters can’t be discussed after you come 

down?” 

 



Yao Jing, who was still acting like a maniac a second ago, instantly stopped shouting at the teachers 

when she heard the familiar voice. She smiled and spoke in a sweet voice to Yang Heng who was still a 

distance away, “Yang Heng, why did you come so late?” 

“I’m still taking the exam.” Yang Heng took a few steps forward. Although he felt that she wouldn’t jump 

down, when he saw the sinister smile on her face, the eighteen-year-old young man’s heart still dropped 

a little. “Wang Dandan said that you’re looking for me. What kind of matters requires you to use this 

kind of method?” 

Yao Jing took her foot back and stood on the edge of the roof that was less than 15cm in width. She 

laughed and replied, “Why do I have to use this method? Yang Heng, why are you asking me? You 

should ask yourself.” 

“Why are you asking me? I’m acting like this now because you forced me.” 

“What did I force you to do?” Yang Heng was calmer than the teachers because he understood her well! 

He wore a cold expression on his clean and handsome face. He didn’t get alarmed by her questioning at 

all. “Is there anything else you want to say? If not, I will leave!” 

After he finished his sentence, he really turned around and prepared to go back to the classroom. Yao 

Jing screamed crazily when she saw this. “Yang Heng, you dare? If you dare, try and take another step 

forward!” 

The teachers noticed that she was so agitated her body started swaying. They opened their mouths at 

almost the same time. “He’s not leaving. He won’t leave. Don’t get agitated. Don’t be anxious!” 

“Yang Heng, hurry up and come back!” 

 

“Don’t argue with her. Agree with her request. Agree to whatever she says!” 

The form teacher of Class Six sprained her ankle but she didn’t dare to go to the infirmary. She stopped 

Yang Heng and said, “Yang Heng, the exam isn’t important now. Life is more important. If something 

really happens to her in school, all of us will be unable to bear the consequences.” 

Just like what Ye Jian guessed, all the teachers were convincing Yang Heng to agree with Yao Jing’s 

request and not defy her. 

A fierce glare flashed past Yao Jing’s eyes when she saw all the teachers persuading Yang Heng. She 

opened her mouth again and said, “Yang Heng, you should understand my personality very well! If I 

don’t get what I want, you can forget about living a good life!” 

“If I jump down today, you are the one who forced me too! Ye Jian and you are the ones who forced me 

to die!” 

Yang Heng clenched his fists secretly when he heard Ye Jian’s name. He looked at her with a distant and 

indifferent gaze. “We forced you? What does this have to do with Ye Jian and me?” 

“Yang Heng!” Principal Cao noticed that Yang Heng’s tone was harsh and he showed no intention of 

compromising. Thus, he said in a low voice, “Soften your attitude. This isn’t a small matter.” 



Why was Ye Jian mentioned again? Ever since his mediation the previous time, Ye Jian and Yao Jing 

didn’t have any conflicts in the school anymore. Why did Ye Jian get implicated again? 

Chapter 1013: A Life For A Life 

Yang Heng released his fist and clenched them again. He sighed secretly before saying, “Why don’t you 

tell me what exactly do you want? All the students in the school are taking their exams but you’re here 

trying to commit suicide. Yao Jing, I do understand you. Because I understand you, I don’t want to speak 

to you anymore!” 

“Now, I’m listening so you can speak! After all, I can give up my exam this time and stay on the roof with 

you for the entire day! You said that if you jump down, I’m the one who forced you to. No problem, if 

you jump down, I will pay you back with my life!” 

The moment he said these words, the knees of all the teachers turned weak! 

A life for a life! Yang Heng, what nonsense are you saying? 

Yang Heng remained tough and showed no signs of compromising. Yao Jing felt so much hatred that a 

malicious look appeared in her eyes. Yang Heng! You are indeed very ruthless! She was already in this 

state but he still didn’t relent. 

 

Nevermind, nevermind. As long as he didn’t leave, her plans could still succeed! 

“Are you forcing me to jump now? Sure, you can pay with your life. Do you dare to stand up here? If you 

dare, I will believe that you want to pay with your life.” Yao Jing’s voice was extremely sharp. Her tears 

started flowing out suddenly. She cried and wiped her tears at the same time as she complained, “How 

can you be like this? How can you force me like this?” 

“Will you be happy if I jump down? Do you think that you can get together with Ye Jian after that? Will 

Uncle Yang and Aunt Yang be happy? Fine, fine, all of you will be happy. You will all be happy!” 

The more she spoke, the crazier her expression became. When she reached the last few words, she was 

screaming at the top of her lungs. But, there was an abnormal glint in her eyes. She seemed extremely 

happy to hear Yang Heng say ‘a life for a life’. 

The moment Yang Heng took a step forward, a few teachers pulled him back. How could they let him 

go? One of their students was already standing there. How can another student go up too? 

“Yao Jing, calm down! How old are you? How can you talk about demanding a life for life over such a 

small matter? What will your parents do? Yang Heng, calm down too! You can discuss anything 

together! Don’t do things that will sadden your parents.” 

They tried to persuade Yang Heng and Yao Jing at the same time. In a short span of ten minutes, the 

teachers felt that their hair had turned whiter. 

Fortunately, they were able to hold Yang Heng back so the teachers still placed their focus on Yao Jing. 

They talked until their mouths turned dry and layers of cold sweat appeared on their backs. They were 

so nervous all their muscles in their body were sore. 



 

When Yang Heng got pulled back, Yao Jing’s expression turned even eerier. 

She wants Yang Heng to come over! Not only that, but she also wants Ye Jian to come out! 

Yang Heng glared coldly at Yao Jing who still hadn’t realized that she was in the wrong. He said 

indifferently, “I don’t understand what you are saying. What does your matter have to do with my mom 

and dad? Are you committing suicide to make them happy? Yao Jing, don’t feel that everything you are 

doing is being forced by other people.” 

“No one forced you, just like you jumping down the building now. Who’s forcing you? All the teachers 

are coaxing you to come down. I also want you to come down but you don’t want to come down. Are 

we really forcing you?” 

Good argument! The teachers heaved a small sigh of relief when they heard Yang Heng’s good speech. 

Drag the time, he must drag the time until her parents and the police come... 

Why weren’t they here yet? More than ten minutes had passed! 

Everyone was staring intently at Yao Jing. Under Yang Heng’s questioning, she became speechless. She 

gritted her teeth and replied in a furious voice, “You didn’t force me? Call Ye Jian up and the three of us 

can confront each other. Let the teachers see if the two of you forced me or not!” 

Chapter 1014: Ye Jian, You Owe Her This 

“I just said that she went out to fight with other people and even dragged you down! I did everything for 

your sake but what did you do? You betrayed me and helped Ye Jian instead! I did it for your sake, Yang 

Heng. But, in the end, you scolded me. Ask Ye Jian to come up! Ask her to come up!” 

On the first level, Mother Yao, who rushed to the school in a flurry, raised her head and saw her 

daughter’s thin frame standing on the edge of the roof. Before she went up, she was already screaming 

at the top of her lungs. “Jingjing, my daughter!” 

From the first level all the way to the rooftop, Mother Yao sprinted up as though she was competing in a 

100-meter run. She reached the roof much faster than Deputy Commissioner Yao. 

She didn’t see anyone else. She only saw her daughter. Mother Yao’s face turned pale instantly and she 

stuttered as she said, “Good baby, hurry up and come down. Don’t scare your mother. Don’t scare mom. 

Hurry up and come down, okay? Don’t scare me.” 

 

“Mom, I’m chatting with Yang Heng. Didn’t he say that I’m disgusting? I just want to know why he thinks 

that I’m disgusting. Why am I worse than Ye Jian? Mom, you’re crying too. If I really fall, Yang Heng and 

Ye Jian are the ones who forced me to die. If you want to take revenge for me, look for the two of 

them.” 

The teachers felt their eyelids jumping when they heard Yao Jing saying that other people forced her to 

die. At the same time, they were disgusted with Yao Jing’s way of doing things. 



Mother Yao finally knew that Yang Heng was present too. She pounced on Yang Heng directly while 

crying and started beating him with her free hands. “Yang Heng, you made my daughter suffer so much. 

If anything happens to my daughter, I will not forgive the two of you. I will not forgive you.” 

The parent wasn’t coaxing her daughter to come down first but instead, started blaming other people 

for harming her daughter. The teachers frowned when they heard this. 

Two female teachers pulled Mother Yao away. They had no choice but to persuade this adult too. “The 

most important thing is to coax Yao Jing to come down. If she continues standing there, she might miss a 

step. We don’t have to tell you what the consequence is, right? You can see it yourself.” 

“I don’t care, I don’t care. If something happens to my daughter, it’s because of him! Yang Heng, if you 

don’t apologize to my Jingjing today, I will never forgive you!” Mother Yao shouted in anger. As her 

mother, she knew what her daughter truly wanted! 

Whether her daughter comes down or not depends on Yang Heng! 

 

Deputy Commissioner Yao was a few steps behind Mother Yao. He ran up and stared at his daughter 

who didn’t want her life anymore. His vision turned black for a moment. “Jingjing, what are you doing? 

Hurry up and come down!” 

“Do you know how dangerous it is up there? If you fall, do you want Mom and Dad to accompany you? 

Hurry up and come down.” 

Father Yao was more logical than Mother Yao. As he spoke, he started walking over slowly. “Be 

obedient. Come down first. Don’t do anything stupid. If you’re unhappy or got wronged, you can tell 

Mom and Dad.” 

“Dad, don’t come over anymore! If you come over, I will jump! I will jump immediately! I can just die! I 

can just die!” Yao Jing cried until her vision turned blurred. “Mom, Dad, I don’t want to live anymore. 

Even until now, he’s still helping Ye Jian. He still thinks that I’m in the wrong!” 

“Dad, Dom, I don’t want to live anymore! I want to die! Ye Jian, come out! Come out now! You forced 

me until I want to commit suicide. Are you happy now? Come out! Come out!” 

“Right, there’s still Ye Jian. That evil girl. Why are the teachers still standing? My daughter is asking Ye 

Jian to come out! Hurry up and call her over! Hurry up!” After Yao Jing finished shouting, Mother Yao 

took over. The mother and daughter shouted, one louder than the other. In terms of expression, the 

older one was crazier than the younger one. 

Father Yao turned and glared at his wife. He said in a low voice, “Get our daughter down first! Why 

aren’t you coaxing her? Instead, you’re adding oil to the flame!” 

Chapter 1015: What Is She Planning 

Principal Cao was so furious the veins on his temples were popping out. He had no choice but to ask the 

teachers to look for Ye Jian. “Ask Ye Jian to come up. Rush the police too. See where they are at.” 



“Principal, it’s useless even if Ye Jian comes.” Mrs. Tong had remained quiet all these while but she 

opened her mouth now. “You should probably be able to see that Yao Jing wants to force Ye Jian to 

come.” 

This has nothing to do with Ye Jian but Yao Jing kept mentioning her. Mrs. Tong’s expression was 

starting to turn cold. 

“I don’t have a choice. I can only ask Ye Jian to come. Go and look for her.” Principal Cao could only take 

a step back. As long as she comes down, he would be able to settle everything one by one! The 

Provincial No.1 Middle School couldn’t handle a student that wanted to commit suicide without any 

reason! 

Yang Heng controlled the anger in his heart after Mother Yao hit him a few times. He gritted her teeth 

and asked Mother Yao, “Aunt, ask yourself. What does this have to do with Ye Jian? What does your 

daughter committing suicide have to do with her? Don’t say things against your conscience.” 

 

“How is she not responsible? My daughter is in danger now. My daughter wants to see her! How dare 

she not come? Yang Heng, do you want to see Jingjing committing suicide? Tell me! Do you really want 

to force Jingjing to die?” The moment she thought of her daughter being forced to commit suicide, 

Mother Yao couldn’t maintain her composure anymore. She scolded anyone she saw. 

After she finished shouting, she started calling her daughter’s name. “Jingjing, don’t do anything stupid. 

Mom has already asked Ye Jian to come up so that she can apologize to you. You can’t scare me. Don’t 

scare your mom.” 

Just like Yang Heng, Ye Jian didn’t know why she had to apologize to Yao Jing. 

“You don’t have to say anything. Just listen to what she has to say.” Mrs. Tong brought Ye Jian to the 

roof. Along the way, she reminded Ye Jian gently, “Yao Jing’s mother is present too. Just now, she even 

hit Yang Heng. You have to be careful.” 

Ye Jian’s expression was more light-hearted than before. At the start, she couldn’t confirm that Yao Jing 

wouldn’t commit suicide. Now, she was sure that she wouldn’t. 

“I will answer her questions. I will not open my mouth voluntarily.” 

“Right, you just have to answer her questions. Also, as for the apology, just bear with it first whether it’s 

right or wrong. When she comes down, we can talk about it slowly.” Mrs. Tong felt the same way as 

Principal Cao. The school wouldn’t keep a student like Yao Jing. They would persuade her to leave the 

school. 

At 9.40 am, close to half an hour after Yao Jing ran to the roof and 20 minutes before the math exam 

ended, Yao Jing secretly glanced at the first floor... The police hadn’t come and they hadn’t set up the 

jump cushion. 

 

But, the person she was waiting for hadn’t arrived. Ye Jian... wasn’t here yet! 



Mother Yao cried until she leaned weakly on the teachers. However, she was still persuading her 

daughter to come down while blaming Yang Heng for not speaking up for her daughter. She said that he 

disregarded their relationship that lasted for more than ten years and helped outsiders bully her 

daughter instead. 

“Can you stop talking?” Father Yao clenched his phone tightly. He didn’t dare to get close to Yao Jing. As 

he dialed some numbers, he warned his wife against saying anything that would make their daughter 

unhappy. 

He was calling the police station to ask them to send someone over as soon as possible. 

The moment Ye Jian reached the roof, she felt the extremely tense atmosphere there. Everyone’s nerves 

were on their edge because of Yao Jing. They were afraid that something would happen to her. 

“Why did you come?” Yang Heng frowned when he saw Ye Jian. He lowered his voice and said, 

“Something is amiss. When I said that I can just repay a life for a life, she seemed very happy.” 

Yao Jing was happy when Yang Heng wanted to repay a life for a life? 

Ye Jian furrowed her brows tightly when she heard this. “What is she planning? Didn’t she want to jump 

herself? Is she trying to force you to jump?” If that was the case... Yao Jing’s mind was extremely 

distorted! 

Her thinking wasn’t normal at all! 

Chapter 1016:A pologize To Me 

“That was what I thought just now. Let’s go over and take a look first.” Yang Heng didn’t ask Ye Jian to 

go over alone. He walked at the front and brought Ye Jian over while leading the way. “Ye Jian and I are 

here. You can ask anything you want to ask.” 

When Mother Yao heard that Ye Jian was here, she immediately turned her head and glared at Ye Jian 

with daggers in her eyes. “Ye Jian, if anything happens to my daughter, I will never forgive you! I don’t 

care whose daughter you are!” 

He who has a mind to beat his dog will easily find his stick. Ye Jian glanced at her indifferently. She said 

in a cold voice, “Fortunately, the teachers are all here. If not, I won’t be able to explain myself properly. 

She wants to jump herself but you’re pushing the blame on other people? Mrs. Yao, you’re still the 

same. You are good at distorting the truth.” 

“I don’t care how powerful you are. If something happens to my daughter, I will find you!” Mother Yao 

shouted with malicious intent in her eyes. Then, she cried and said to Yao Jing, “Jingjing, they are all 

here. Can you sit down and talk? Can you come down?” 

 

No, she mustn’t sit down. She mustn’t go down either. They were still too far away. She needed to bring 

them closer. 

A killing intent flashed past her eyes. Her voice was hoarse as she used a voice that sounded as if she 

was crying and laughing at the same time to say, “You are finally here! You are finally here! Ye Jian, are 



you happy today? Are you happy to see me jumping off the building? If I jump off now, no one will 

prevent you from getting together with Yang Heng anymore, right?” 

“Jingjing! Do you really want Mom to jump down with you?” Mother Yao cried until her voice was 

hoarse. At this moment, she didn’t have the domineering aura she had at work anymore. She was just 

like a normal woman, worrying for her daughter. 

Yao Jing didn’t look at her parents anymore. She just stared at the two people that were only a few 

meters away from her. Tears were still flowing out of her eyes but she was smiling. “I want to ask you. I 

have many things I want to ask you.” 

“Yang Heng, do I really make you feel disgusted? Did I really make you disgusted?” As she spoke, she 

slowly inched towards the edge of the roof with the back of her feet. It appeared as though she would 

jump immediately if Yang Heng said that she was disgusting. 

Ye Jian squinted slightly. She had been observing Yao Jing all this while so she confirmed her thinking 

that Yao Jing didn’t want to jump. Her body weight was leaning slightly forward. 

The teachers at the side hadn’t left. Their hearts jumped up to their throats when they saw Yao Jing’s 

feet getting closer to the edge. They used their eyes to signal to Yang Heng. They wanted him to relent 

to her. 

 

“No.” Yang Heng replied coldly without any emotions. 

Yao Jing smiled. She tidied her hair that was messed up by the wind. She sighed and said, “You’re too far 

away. I can’t hear you properly. Come closer. Ye Jian, we have many things to talk about too. Shall we 

have a chat before I jump?” 

This wasn’t right... Ye Jian raised her eyebrows and calmly replied. “Sure. Let’s talk.” 

“Ye Jian!” Yang Heng lowered his voice. He was still frowning furiously. “She must have other things up 

her sleeve.” 

“I know that she’s planning other things. Let’s see what she wants to do. There’s still 20 minutes before 

the exam ends. I don’t want to miss my exam,” Ye Jian spoke in a calm tone. She walked step by step 

towards Yao Jing and looked up at her. She smiled and said, “I’m here. What do you want to say?” 

Yang Heng walked over and looked up at her too. “I’m here too. What do you want to say? What do you 

want to ask?” 

“Since you say that I’m not disgusting, shouldn’t you apologize to me?” Yao Jing lowered her head and 

moved an inch back again. “Yang Heng, don’t you think you need to apologize to me?” 

Chapter 1017: An Ulterior Motive 

Apologize to Yao Jing... Yang Heng felt his stomach churning. 



“Yao Jing, do you just want Yang Heng’s apology?” Ye Jian didn’t let Yang Heng open his mouth 

immediately. Her eyes were shining brightly as she smiled gently and asked her, “Think about it 

carefully. Do you just want Yang Heng’s apology?” 

“He owes me!” Yao Jing’s expression was exceptionally calm now. Her eyes were bloodshot and her gaze 

was eerie. “He owes me! What does it have to do with you?” 

Ye Jian smiled. “That’s right. You know that it has nothing to do with me so why did you ask me to come 

over?” 

 

“You have nothing to do with the business between Yang Heng and me. But, I have things to settle with 

you!” Yao Jing bent her back slightly. Maybe it was because she stood for too long so when she lowered 

her back, her body swayed slightly. Mother Yao’s shrill scream was heard. “What are the two of you 

talking about? What are you talking about? Are you trying to harm my daughter?” 

Father Yao wasn’t able to remain composed now too. His calves were shaking as he took a few steps 

forward. “Jingjing, let’s talk properly. Can you give them your hand? Can the three of you talk calmly?” 

The most important thing was to coax their daughter to come down. Yao Jing was a stubborn person. If 

she really takes matters to heart, she might jump. 

“You like Yang Heng so you asked him to keep his distance from me. Ye Jian, do you like Yang Heng 

because of his family background? I have seen many ladies like you!” Yao Jing got a fright too so she 

hurriedly stabilized herself. She learned dancing before so her sense of balance was not bad. After 

swaying slightly, she stood still. 

Yang Heng got impatient. “What on earth do you want? Give me your hand! Hurry!” He took a step 

forward and almost managed to grab Yao Jing’s ankle. He almost pulled her down directly. 

“Once I stood here, I never thought of going down! Hurry up and apologize to me! Apologize to me 

loudly!” Yao Jing moved towards the edge of the roof to prevent Yang Heng from pulling her back. “You 

made me sad for more than ten days. You ignored me for so long and even avoided me purposely. Yang 

Heng, I want you to apologize to me! I want you to promise that you will not ignore me in the future!” 

“Hurry up and say it! Hurry up and promise me! If not, I will jump now!” Yao Jing lifted one leg up. From 

her looks, everyone thought that she had lost her rationale. 

 

Yao Jing’s mother felt her vision turning black. She cried until she was unable to make any sounds. She 

only knew that everyone must relent to her daughter. “Yang Heng, I’m begging you. Can I beg you to 

apologize to her? You have known each other for more than ten years. Can you give in to Jingjing like 

how you always did when you’re young?” 

Mother Yao wasn’t the only one persuading Yang Heng. The teachers were persuading him too... Why 

did he need to apologize to Yao Jing? Honestly, none of them knew as well. 

But, from the looks of it, they felt that it was the students’ puppy love gone wrong. 



There was a commotion behind her but Ye Jian remained very calm. She stared intently at Yao Jing’s 

right foot that was standing on the ground firmly. 

Even when she lifted her left leg, her right leg was stable and didn’t tremble at all. The back of her feet 

leaned tightly against the reinforcement bar that was only 4 cm in height. The reinforcing bar was 

embedded on the side of the roof. Yao Jing used this method to stabilize her body. 

This meant that Yao Jing had some foundation. Did she learn dancing in the past? If she was a dancer, it 

wasn’t a surprise that she dared to stand on the roof and claim that she wanted to jump. Her balancing 

skills were strong and she had a pivotal point. Thus, she wouldn’t fall easily. 

After hearing what she had to say, Ye Jian lifted the corners of her lips slightly. Just like what she 

expected, Yao Jing was using this method to force Yang Heng to give in to her. She was trying to tie Yang 

Heng and her together so that in the future, the entire school would know that they were together. 

Chapter 1018: Compete With Me? What Right Do You Have? 

Yao Jing was more ruthless and vicious than Ye Ying. Her plan was more long-term too! 

“I’ll apologize. I will apologize to you now.” Yang Heng’s expression tensed up when he saw Yao Jing 

lifting her leg again even though he knew that she wouldn’t jump. “I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have said those 

words. I shouldn’t have avoided you in school.” 

It was impossible to hear the sincerity in an apology that was forced. 

Yao Jing didn’t need sincerity. She just wanted to hear what she wanted to hear. Hence, after Yang Heng 

apologized, she turned to Ye Jian and said in a low voice, “Did you see that? In the end, he still gives in to 

me. Ye Jian, don’t think about snatching Yang Heng from me. That is impossible!” 

“Now, it’s your turn. You made me suffer so much that I have to stand on the roof for such a long time. 

How are you going to apologize to me?” 

“How do you want me to apologize?” Ye Jian asked her back calmly. 

 

“It’s simple. You will stand for as long as I stood!” Yao Jing’s tone was eerie. “You made me suffer but I 

will only ask you to stand here for as long as I stood. Then, everything between us will be cleared. You 

mustn’t interact with Yang Heng in the future and I won’t cause trouble for you too. How about that?” 

She spoke in a soft voice and there was a sinister smile on her face. Yang Heng heard her clearly and 

immediately became vigilant. “Yao Jing, what do you want?” 

“I don’t want anything. This is between Ye Jian and me! Why, are you afraid that I will do something 

bad? You can hold onto Ye Jian then!” Yao Jing turned her head. She looked at the vigilance in his eyes 

as well as the concern he had towards Ye Jian. A malicious intent flashed past her gaze. “This is my way 

of dealing with it. If you dare to disobey me, I will destroy your futures!” 

She glanced below quickly. People wearing uniforms were already setting up the jump cushion. 



Yao Jing gritted her teeth and shifted her gaze back to Ye Jian. “Ye Jian, you don’t have a choice. I will 

count to three. If you don’t come up... I will jump! Ye Jian, you are forcing me to jump!” 

She suddenly shouted as though she was really threatened by Ye Jian until she had no path of retreat. It 

felt as though she could only jump to solve everything. 

Mother Yao turned crazy instantly. Her voice was hoarse as she cried and kicked up a fuss. “Ye Jian, 

you’re forcing my daughter to her death. I’ll fight you! I’ll fight you!” 

“Calm the parents down and let them rest at the side.” Principal Cao’s face was as cold as ice. The entire 

family was allowing Yao Jing to have her way. Her parents were largely responsible for what happened 

today! 

He only moved his gaze away for a moment but the teacher that was coaxing the students in front 

suddenly shouted in a shrill voice, “Ye Jian, what are you doing?” 

 

Ye Jian was climbing onto the roof. She smiled as she accepted Yao Jing’s challenge. 

She pushed her hands against the ground and slowly straightened her back. While she was doing this, 

she twined the silver wire in her hand around the reinforcing bar. She smiled and squinted at Yao Jing. 

“You stood for around half an hour so I will stand for half an hour too.” 

“Yes, you need to stand for half an hour too...” Yao Jing gave a small smile. The viciousness covering her 

eyes was like a thick miasma, Evilness could be felt obviously. “Ye Jian, you made me suffer so much. Do 

you think half an hour... is enough?” 

Her body suddenly swayed towards the edge of the roof. Then, she hurriedly stabilized herself. The 

moment she moved, the teachers’ hearts scrunched up tightly. Ye Jian was there too so Mrs. Tong’s 

body tensed up. 

Yao Jing from Grade Eleven Class Six. What did she want to do? 

Yao Jing didn’t frame Ye Jian loudly like Ye Ying. Instead, she whispered, “Trying to snatch Yang Heng 

from me? What right do you have?” 

Then, she suddenly leaned towards Ye Jian and screamed loudly as though she was in fright... Her hands 

swung in the air and she pushed Ye Jian... 

“Ye Jian!” 

“Jingjing!” 

Chapter 1019: Ye Jian, Die! 

“Ye Jian!” 

“Jingjing!” 



Because of Yao Jing’s sudden fall, the entire roof was filled with shrill screams. The teachers rushed 

forward simultaneously. Yang Heng, who was the closest to them, pounced on Ye Jian and tried to grab 

her ankle. 

Yao Jing knew how to hook her feet on the reinforcing bar. Ye Jian knew this too. 

When Yao Jing swung her arms, Ye Jian had already started making preparations. She was waiting for 

Yao Jing to take this step. 

Does she want to jump? 

Sure. She dilly-dallied for so long but didn’t jump. What was the meaning of this? Why not send Yao Jing 

off instead? She could let her have a taste of what it was like to commit suicide. 

Yao Jing gave a distorted and ruthless smile when she pushed Ye Jian. She whispered, “Ye Jian, die!” She 

exerted force on her waist and pushed Ye Jian. Ye Jian didn’t move. Yao Jing pushed her again. Ye Jian 

still didn’t move. 

 

At this moment, Yao Jing got anxious. 

“Yao Jing, I have no interest in jumping. I think that you should be the one going down.” 

The cold voice floated into Yao Jing’s ears. It was thin and cold. Her expression changed instantly. There 

was fear on her face as well as in her eyes. 

It was a fear that came from the depth of her heart. Her pupils contracted abruptly and she glared at Ye 

Jian in astonishment. 

Yao Jing pounced on Ye Jian with her entire body. Ye Jian grabbed Yao Jing’s arm instinctively and 

pressed her fingers forcefully on the muscles and bones on Yao Jing’s elbow using a special technique. 

Yao Jing was in so much pain the strength on her feet was gone. She wasn’t able to hook onto the 

reinforcing bar anymore. 

“Ahhh...” Yao Jing fell and gave a blood-curdling scream. She fell off the roof backward. 

After Yao Jing fell. Ye Jian didn’t allow herself to stand on the roof unscathed. Instead, she also ‘fell’. 

“Jingjing!” 

“Jingjing!” 

After Yao Jing fell, her parents were the ones who were screaming the most frantically. The anguished 

cries of Mother Yao and Father Yao slashed through the air. 

Yang Heng didn’t manage to grab Ye Jian’s ankle. Everything happened too quickly. Even though he 

rushed over instantly, he didn’t catch Ye Jian. 

 

“Ye Jian!” 



Mrs. Tong and Principal Cao shouted Ye Jian’s name simultaneously. They were both anxious and panic-

stricken. Mrs. Tong’s tears started flowing out too. She staggered as she rushed towards the edge of the 

roof. 

The teachers all ran over. Deputy Commissioner Yao and his wife were at the front. They dashed to the 

edge of the roof at their fastest speed in this lifetime and looked down with a distraught expression. 

Yao Jing fell but Ye Jian didn’t. 

“Don’t release your hand, Ye Jian!” 

Yang Heng didn’t know how Ye Jian managed to grab the reinforcing bar. He didn’t catch her ankle but 

he noticed that in the instant she fell, she grabbed the reinforcing bar with her right hand instantly. 

Ye Jian knew how she would fall and how she could grab the reinforcing bar. 

She didn’t fall backward directly like Yao Jing. Instead, she slid down. Other people only saw Ye Jian 

slipping because she got pushed by Yao Jing. She dropped down with her feet below her. 

At the crucial moment, she grabbed the reinforcing bar with her right hand and held onto it tightly. Her 

entire wrist was pressed against the edge of the roof. It felt as though her bones would break at any 

moment and she would fall along with Yao Jing. 

“Give me your left hand, hurry!” Yang Heng grabbed Ye Jian’s hands tightly. His handsome and fair face 

turned red because he used too much strength. 

He was around 1.76m in height so he was still able to hold onto Ye Jian with his long arms. But, he was 

only able to hold onto her. He didn’t have the strength to pull her up. 

Ye Jian didn’t make any sounds as she dangled in mid-air. She wasn’t afraid at all. Even if she wanted to 

scream... she couldn’t. 

Ye Jian heard what Yang Heng said but she couldn’t see his expression. She replied, “I’m alright. I can 

hang on for a while.” 

Chapter 1020: Who Fell Down? 

“Jingjing, Jingjing, my Jingjing...” The roof was a little high so even after Mother Yao tiptoed, she wasn’t 

able to see what happened below. She cried and screamed and slid onto the floor weakly. She cried her 

eyes out. 

Father Yao pushed his hands against the walls and almost pushed his entire body up. When he saw this 

ending, this deputy commissioner started tearing up too. 

“My daughter, my Jingjing! You are taking your mother’s life away! You are asking me to die!” 

Mother Yao was in so much grief that her lips had turned pale. She sat there limply. A teacher was 

watching over her. The other teachers had come to save Ye Jian. 

“Yang Heng, hold onto her tightly. Don’t release your hand!” 

 



“Mr. Xiao, hurry up and stand on the roof. Stabilize yourself and pull Ye Jian up slowly.” 

“Mr. Liu, go to the sixth floor and see if you’re able to push her feet up. The female teachers, hold onto 

Mr. Xiao and Yang Heng!” 

Principal Cao held Yang Heng tightly. He quickly gave his orders to the other teachers. Luckily... luckily Ye 

Jian was alright! 

“Ye Jian, you must hold on tightly. Don’t be anxious, don’t be anxious. Do you hear me?” Mrs. Tong 

tiptoed and encouraged Ye Jian. She didn’t even wipe her tears. Her mood fell from heaven to hell and 

climbed back to heaven again. 

This is good... This was so fortunate. 

“Why didn’t she fall? Why didn’t she fall?!” Mother Yao suddenly started shouting like a maniac. She 

started looking around her and saw a small white water pipe on the ground. She got up immediately and 

rushed to pick up the water pipe. Then, she lifted the pipe and slashed it around her crazily. 

“My daughter has fallen. Why is she still here?” 

“I will take revenge for my daughter! I will let all of you pay for her death!” The water pipe hit many 

teachers’ heads. Fortunately, it was a plastic water pipe. If it was a metal pipe. the teachers would 

probably have started bleeding. 

 

A few teachers took the risk of getting bruised to stop Mother Yao. “Throw the water pipe away! If you 

continue doing this, don’t even think of repaying with your life. You will go to jail!” 

Mother Yao had lost all her rationale. She raised the water pipe and swung it furiously as she glared at 

Yang Heng with viciousness in her eyes. Her target was Yang Heng. This was the bastard that didn’t pull 

Jingjing. Instead, he grabbed Ye Jian! 

Ye Jian didn’t fall but her daughter did! 

She knocked the teachers away and raised the water pipe. Then, she whacked Yang Heng’s head. “I will 

beat you to death! I will beat you to death! Jingjing liked you so much but you didn’t accept her feelings. 

Don’t you feel sorry about our family? Don’t you feel sorry about Jingjing?” 

Principal Cao, who was holding Yang Heng, was flabbergasted. He used his body to block the water pipe 

and shouted angrily, “Hold her back! Hold her back!” A lunatic. She is a lunatic! 

Mr. Xiao, who was standing on the roof and was carefully preparing to pull Ye Jian up, got hit on his calf 

by the water pipe. He got so shocked his body swayed a little. Luckily, he was a gym teacher so he 

managed to stabilize himself. 

Mother Yao had indeed gone crazy. Her daughter fell so why was Ye Jian still safe and sound? 

The strength that the crazy Mother Yao exuded wasn’t the strength she normally had. Even a grown-up 

man wasn’t able to pull her back. Deputy Commissioner Yao was already in agony so when he saw his 



wife acting like this, he actually got pushed by his wife and landed on his tailbone. An excruciating pain 

shot up from his tailbone. 

Deputy Commissioner Yao wasn’t able to get up instantly. He could only sit on the cold cement floor and 

scream painfully, “Why are you acting like a lunatic? Hurry up and go down to see Jingjing! Go down and 

take a look at Jingjing!” 

“I want Ye Jian to pay with her life. Yang Heng, you didn’t save her! You are not human! You are not 

human!” 

 


